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The student-professor rela
tionship in colleges and universi
ties can be both extraordinarily
valuable yet frustratingly vague. A
professor can be a mentor, a confi
dant, an adversary or a friend, and
yes sometimes more.
See ETHICS on Pg. 2

UAH professor Andrew Pakhomov's murder trial has been
postponed until October 20, 2008.
This is the second delay in Pakhomov's trial this year, which was set
for January 14 and rescheduled to
April 14.
>

See TRIAL on Pg. 2

ARTS & LEISURE
BRIEFS
Jazz for Peace, world-re
nowned multi-cultural ensemble,
will be playing in Huntsville on
Saturday April 19 at 6:00 pm.
Founded in 2002 by Rick DellaRatta, Jazz for Peace consists of
Israeli, Middle Eastern, European,
Asian, and American musicians
performing concerts world-wide
with the goal of raising funds and
awareness for organizations in
need wherever they may be.

Homeless Shelter Near Campus:
A Danger to Students?

BETH FAULK

Freelance Writer
We all know that living on a
college campus involves getting
stuff stolen. It could be your purse,
or that old X-Box (you know, the
one that you never really play but
you'd still be angry if it got stolen,
because, well, it's yours.). Most
just simply accept this as an unhap
py part of college life and proceed
to buy cheap stuff. However, crime
on the UAH campus could soon be
on the increase.
Recently, the Huntsville City
Council purchased the Downtown
Rescue Mission for $3.9 million.
After the purchase, they made the
decision to move the homeless
shelter in order to complete a road
project in the area that has been
in the plans for years. Right now,
it operates about 3.5 miles away
from campus in an area called
Lowe Mill Village. If the Rescue
Mission is moved successfully, it
will be located on Evangel Drive-

The Ugly Side of Morton Hall, Part 2

MANDY MCDANIEL

See JAZZ on Pg. 4

Planning a wedding is often a
wonderful experience. However,
it can also be a stressful one, and
planning and attempting to attend
your classes is no small feat. Two
UAH couples doing just that are
Katrina Weidenthal and Dustin
Mathias, and Christine Sandrock
and Seth Berry.
See WEDDINGS on Pg. 5

As another school year comes
to a close and summer term is
about to begin, the Exponent
Sports Staff would like to take a
time-out and reflect on the UAH
Chargers Sports from the previous
fall and spring semesters, by hon
oring Charger All-Stars in various
sports categories.
See AWARDS on Pg. 8
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near a private school and less than city did not inform them about the has an escort service through the
1.5 miles from the UAH campus. change before the deal was done. police department if you need to
Many fear that this will increase Even some city council members travel across campus at night. If
crime in the area as well as the are concerned about the move. Ei you see any behavior that seems
number of homeless people wan ther way, this battle could go on for suspicious, call UAH police at
dering around. This could lead to a long, long time.
824-6911.
a higher crime rate - and not just
The
best
stealing. Unfortunately, UAH stu thing that we
dents could end up as the victims.
students can do
While providing a roof and for now is keep
other necessities for those who ourselves safe.
desperately need it, the shelter has Always
lock
brought an increasing amount of your doors when
trouble to its current community. you leave or get
Many residents who live in the ready to go to
current location report acts of van bed. Keep an
dalism and of people wandering eye out for sus
around on the street. If the home picious activ
less shelter is built in the new lo ity on campus.
cation, the crime and vandalism Think
smart.
could be transferred to the UAH Don't
walk
campus.
around campus
Unfortunately, those who are by yourself at
fighting the new location are fight
night.
There
ing an uphill battle. The land for is strength in
the shelter has already been bought n u m b e r s - u s e
and purchased. Many residents are the buddy sys
A map of the Downtown Rescue Mission's new home
angered and curious about why the tem. UAH also

time in Morton Hall. These people
suggested solutions ranging from
There is a reason Morton Hall adding trash cans and recycle bins
is one of the most recognizable to tearing the building down and
buildings on the UAH campus. starting over. Some of them even
The building's image is used on accused the administration of ne
just about every piece of market glecting the College of Liberal Arts
ing material for the university: it's and Morton Hall in favor of other
on the website, the course catalogs, colleges and buildings on campus.
and even the telephone directory.
But despite the rumors, the
Why is that? Because Morton Hall university does not neglect this
has character.
building. In fact, Morton Hall has
However, Morton Hall is not scheduled preventative mainte
without its problems. The previ nance, just like every other build
ous article in this series covered ing on campus.
numerous—but far from all—com
And as for the current state of
plaints from students and faculty Morton Hall, Mike Finnegan, As
members who spend much of their sistant Vice President for Facilities
and
Operations,
thinks that Mor
ton Hall is in good
condition, consid
ering its age. But
if students and fac
ulty members no
tice a problem in a
building, Finnegan
suggests that they
report a work or
der. To do so, con
tact the work order
desk by phone at
824-6490 or by
email at wodesk@
uah.edu.
"Structurally,
the building is in
great condition,"
Morton Hall is one of the most recognizable buildings on the he said. "[But] the
UAH campus. (Photo by: Mandy McDaniel) users of the build

Staff Writer

ing may see things we don't always
see."
According to Finnegan, the
university has set up three different
budgets for the upkeep of its build
ings: an operating budget, which is
used for preventative maintenance
such as changing the filters and
light bulbs as well as general re
pairs, and a utilities budget, which

covers the cost of electricity and
water used in the buildings.
The third is called plant fund
account, which is used to fund
special projects. Special projects
are generally more extensive, such
as renovating bathrooms, installSee UGLY on Pg. 10

ART CLASS IOI ON PRINT
KATIE BAKER
The following segments listed as Art Class 101 through out this Exponent
issue are a compilation of a semester's lessons learned in Art Studio 123
(ARS).
The value of the elements taught here provide a keen sense of the world
through multidimensional perspectives. Combining the power of art, math,
and science, these ideas culminate in an appreciation that creates a shift in
perspective, a new outlook through an artistic lens. Of course these con
cepts cannot be brought fully to fruition without taking the ARS class, but
for now, here is a sampling.
Arf Class 101-Lesson 1: COLOR
In art, color is one of the most dominating forces used. Hue, local color,
and pigment are the main components of color. The hue designates what
color we see and is determined by the wavelength of a color in a ray of
light. Local color is what we actually see, and pigments are the result of
mixing a color property and a surface of an object.
Colors can be seen in levels; the first level,
primary colors, which are the hues (red, yel
low, and blue) that can be combined to create
all other colors. Secondary colors use primary
hues to create orange, green, and violet.
When color is created by superimposed light
rays it is said to be additive. However, when
the wavelengths of light are absorbed and
then reflected back to the viewer, the color
created is said to be subtractive.

a
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The Ethics of the Student-Professor Relationship

LISA BARBELLA

Freelance Writer
The student-professor relation
ship in colleges and universities
can be both extraordinarily valu
able yet frustratingly vague. A pro
fessor can be a mentor, a confidant,
an adversary or a friend, and yes
sometimes more. One great pro
fessor can, and often does, change
the course of a student's life. Stu
dent-professor relationships can be
defined by both interactions during
class time and in some cases con. tact outside of the classroom. Ei
ther way, students and professors
spend a great deal of time together
and often share a passion for a
subject that can lead to rich and re
warding relationships.
Unfortunately, as is the case
in all human relationships, when a
relationship with a professor goes
awry it can be emotionally, men
tally, and professionally damag
ing to both parties. So how does
a college community maintain the
advantages of this special relation
ship while protecting itself from
potential indiscretions?
When I began my search for
the. elusive line of propriety in

^ .1
student-professor relationships, I pose of these types of classes.
It is essential that open con
found that it was blurry at best and
versation
not be stifled in a higher
invisible at worst. "There is a gray
learning
institute. However, is
scale," said President David Wil
there
such
thing as taking it too
liams while explaining appropri
far?
What
about
classes in which
ate student-professor interactions.
personal
or
delicate
subject matter
"When does knowing a student
would
not
ordinarily
be discussed
outside of the classroom become a
as
part
of
the
curriculum?
Joking
personal relationship?"
in
particular
can
lead
to
sticky
situWhat makes an ethical stu
dent-professor relationship or a
"When does knowing a
suitable classroom environment
so difficult to define is the tre
student outside of the
mendous variability in people
classroom become a per
and circumstances found within
sonal relationship?"
a university.
Certainly the type of class
will have an effect on the intima ations for both professors and stu
cy of its students and its teacher. dents. Humor in the classroom can
Small discussion classes create an encourage attendance and active
environment of openness not often listening from students, which fa
found in larger, more impersonal cilitates the learning process. How
lecture halls. Certain areas of study ever, crude or offensive jokes can
make a student feel more like they
facilitate class conversations about
are
at a frat party than attending a
sensitive topics such as love, fammath
class. The problem lies in the
, ily, politics, sexuality, religion, and
fact
that
many college students pre
morality. It is difficult maintain a
fer
a
good
frat party to differential
strictly professional atmosphere
equations.
This
gets to the central
and neutralize the intense emotions
fact
of
the
issue:
professors control
often created by these situations.
the
environment
of
their own class
Even if it were possible it would
rooms
and
thus
have
tremendous
arguably be detrimental to the pur

Professor Andrew Pakhomov's
Murder Trial Postponed

„™,
the type
tvne relationships
relationships
w ra/w
power
over the
they form with their students.
Professors have the ability to
set the tone of the classroom based
on their personality, teaching style
and even their shifting moods. It is
a student's sometimes precarious
job to stay within the bounds of
the unwritten rules of their various
classes. If a professor is permissive
or even inappropriate does this
give his or her students license to
behave the same way?
- Interestingly, it is precisely
the issue of power in student-pro
fessor relationships that can make
them problematic. Professors' in
fluence on a student's life includes
the power to grade, write recom
mendations, and give assignments.
With this authority comes the po
tential for abuse. Even if a relation
ship is limited to a strictly teacherpupil association as is most often
the case, students may feel they
have little control over the class
room environment or their interac
tions with the professors who they
are paying dearly to learn from.
A close personal friendship or
a romantic and/or sexual relation
ship with a professor can further

complicate this inherent unequal
unequc
balance of power. Issues of favor
itism can arise, especially if other
students know about the relation
ship. When frictions
occur in a
friendship or a romantic relation
ship ends, a professor may allow
those feelings to affect what hap
pens in the classroom. As education
professionals, professors should be
given the benefit of the doubt that
they can be trusted to remain fair
and professional regardless of their
feelings for one another or their
personal interactions. However, it
only takes the appearance of unfair
treatment or impropriety for con
flict surface.
It is this" potential for conflict
that UAH is hoping to avoid with
a Faculty Senate resolution that
will codify policy regarding fac
ulty-student relationships into the
Faculty Handbook. UAH is just
the latest in a crop of colleges and
universities including UC Berke
ley and Yale that have thought it
necessary to regulate student-pro
fessor interactions. Under this new
policy faculty are not allowed to
initiate or reciprocate sexual or roSee ETHICS on Pg. 10

Art Class 101-Lesson 2: LINES
Any tool, instrument, or medium has the ability to drive a moving point down any path or simply to create a line.
Lines are made according to their measure, type, character, location, or direction. They are one of the foundation?
———•—"
" for recording artistic expression which can be formed from
any thought, emotion, or quality of meaning.

USA BMXBElA, A

There are many types of lines. Contour and cross contour lines

freeiance Writer

are formed by following the shape in an object. Contour lines

UAH professor Andrew Pakhomov's murder trial has been post
poned until October 20, 2008. This is the second delay in Pakhomov's
trial this year, which was set for Januaiy 14 and rescheduled to April 14.
The Huntsville Times reported that Pakhomov's attorney Robert Tuten at
tributed the postponement to a request by the prosecutors.
Pakhomov is charged with killing his wife Yelena Zakin. Zakin's
body was found in the Tennessee River on June 1, 2006 by a group of
fishermen. The victim was partially submerged with a belt and a bag of
rocks tied around her neck. Zakin's cause of death is reported to be stran
gulation.
Pakhomov pleaded not guilty in 2006 in Morgan County Circuit
Court. He was released on a 5500,000 bond, but the bond was withdrawn
on Monday due to violation of contract. Pakhomov had planned a vaca
tion to Greece without notifying the authorities or his bail bondsman, and
is now back in jail awaiting a new bond.
Pakhomov was an associate professor in the physics department and
Zakin was a senior contract administrator for UAH. Pakhomov is cur
rently employed conducting research for the university from his home but
is not teaching in the classroom.
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are produced by moving through one way of the form (vertical
or horizontal), and cross contours are crossing lines that move
in both directions. Both of which define the fluctuating quali
ties in a surface area.
Hatching is another technique that crosses lines but in thicker
clusters which give a dark or light shading effect to an object.
. _. .

Lastly there are implied lines in all places; they can fade, dim
or completely disappear.

Columbia Law Professor and
Harper's Writer to Speak About
Politics and the Alabama Press
KAREN PULLINS

discuss the current political case
surrounding Governor Siegelman,
Scott Horton, writer for Harp and show how the reporters cover
er's Magazine and an adjunct pro ing his story were possibly being
fessor at Columbia Law School given information and materials
will be visiting the UAH campus from legal representatives 'in the
Tuesday, April 22 at 7pm in the case, rather than going through tra
Shelby Center in order to speak on ditional research and newsgatherthe subject of politics and the major ing methods.
Alabama newspapers. His topic.
Horton believes that corpo
"Watchdogs or Lap Dogs? Politics rate consolidation is causing fewer
and the Alabama Press," is being writers to be able to write the good
sponsored by the UAH Commu in-depth news stories, since mon
nication Arts and Political Science ey is dwindling from advertising
departments, as well as other orga rates, and in some cases reporters
nizations within the community.
are being offered the easy way out,
Horton seeks to educate the or publications are using news ser
community on the issues of me vices to fill their pages with the lat
dia in Alabama, including cover est information.
age problems posed by having
"Alabama offers a remarkably
all of the major newspapers (The severe case of media consolida
Birmingham News, The Hunts tion. It's not a new story. If you go
ville Times, The Mobile Register back to the 19th century, the press
and others) in Alabama owned by was largely in the hands of power
media conglomerates. He plans to ful conservative interests. They

Editor in Chief

were called the Bourbons, and they
were Democrats who wielded a
combination of political, economic
and media power with a very heavy
hand," Horton said in his interview
with the Exponent. Horton also
plans to speak about how the BourSee SPEAKER on Pg. 10

STRESSED OUT ??
Can't Sleep?
Poor Memory?
Lack Focus?
Need Motivation?

We Can Help!
Slop Procrastinating.
Call Today!

256-962-3099

eegspectrum.com
eeginfo.com
The NeSmith Center
Huntsville ~

High Tech Help,
For a High Stress World

For mote info
HigfrJecb help
Optimize tlie graatneaa within yon
Optimize the way you feel, think, wd act
Neurofeedback Brainwave Training
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Ace Those Finals FINALS SURVIVAL IOI

BETH FAULK
ABIGAIL BROWN
Feelance Writer
Freelance Writer
It's that time of year again. It's the time when students would rather
I know you've been trying to deny it, but finals are right around the corner. Fact is, most of us will wait to
be outside in the sunshine than sitting in a stuffy classroom (or a freez
the
last
minute to even think about opening that book. So, if you find yourself freaking out about the prospect of
ing one, depending on what day it is). Midnight volleyball games and
being
unprepared
or blanking out on a final, we've got some tips for you.
Disc Golf competitions are back in session. But before you break out that
1.
First
of
all,
back away from the coffee. If you've been sucking down coffee through a bendy straw stuck
beach ball and settle into summertime mode, keep in mind that the semes
in
the
coffee
pot,
you
might be in for a serious caffeine overdose and eventual hangover. Sure, a little caffeine
ter isn't completely over yet. There is still that all-important event, that
pep
is
fine,
but
opt
for
a good night's sleep instead.
week that is the bane of every college student's existence: Finals Week.
2.
Also,
refrain
from
popping Adderall or No-Doze-serious health effects are likely. And if you O.D. on
It's the week when caffeine sales skyrocket and sleep is almost un
the
night
before
your
exam,
how are you going to take the exam? This sort of defeats the purpose, wouldn t you
heard of as students scramble to (re)retain all those little facts and theories
say?
that might have seemed relatively obscure as they were being written
3. If you keep nodding off, get up and walk around. Don't sit in a comfortable chair or lay in bed; you'll
down over the course of the semester. While Finals Week can be extreme
probably
just fall asleep. Instead, sit somewhere uncomfortable like on a kitchen chair. Also, drink lots of wa
ly stressful, there are some simple things that you can do to keep your
ter-how
will
you fall asleep if you have to pee every ten minutes?
sanity AND receive an awesome grade on your finals.
4.
Study
with a partner. When you study alone, sometimes you tend to get oft track or waste time. A study
First, manage your time well. Start studying for final exams, work
partner
will
help
keep you focused so long as you're not chatting about Dr. McDreamy or some other stud,
ing on final projects, and writing end-of-term papers several weeks early.
which
brings
me
to
my next suggestion.
Remember that everything takes longer to do than you think it will. If
5.
Eliminate
distractions.
Turn off the TV, shut your dorm door, and, if possible, turn off your laptop. If you
you haven't purchased one already, buy a planner-it will be your best
don't
need
the
computer,
turn
it off. You'll be tempted to wallow away the hours playing Spider Solitaire or
friend. The book "College Rules! How to Study, Survive, and Succeed in
browsing
mindless
videos
on
YouTube.
College" by Sherrie Nist and Jodi Patrick Holschuh provide some excel
6. Sometimes, you do need something to break the silence. Go ahead and put on your iPod, but if you find
lent tips on time management and studying. They break down time man
yourself
singing the words to "Soulja Boy" instead of reciting the conjugations of estar. you probably need to
agement into an A,B,C, (and D) process: A-anticipate and plan, B-Break
turn
it
down
or completely off.
tasks down, C-Cross things off, and D-Don't procrastinate.
Other
than
that, don't freak out. It's only a test. No, really, it is. Don't get me wrong-grades are extremely
Second, study with others. There is a famous saying,-"two heads are
important
in
our
grade-centric society, but it's not worth having an anxiety attack over. Remember, you're not
better than one." A study group can be an evaluation for how well you
the
only
one.
And
next semester, try not to wait until the night before.
know your stuff. Just be sure to stay focused on schoolwork and not ev
erything else going on around you, otherwise a study group will be use
less! It helps to have a plan for what you want to accomplish with the
study group. Sometimes studying with a tutor helps, especially if your
group has a tendency to get distracted.
Third, take breaks every so often. Studying for 18 hours straight will
ABIGAIL BROWN
ducted by Glenn Dasher, President
Yard.
accomplish nothing, except exhausting yourself, which will cause your
Freelance
Writer
Williams, and executive director
Two
separate
entities
a
Ge
brain to be fried when you actually do take the final. You should plan to
to The Arts Council, Dave Todd.
ode
committee
comprised
of
three
On Monday April 7, students,
take 10-30 minute study breaks every so often, ideally after each hour of
However,
Van Houten and his son,
art
appreciators
and
Glenn
Dasher,
studying. How often breaks are needed depends on the person. You can faculty, and friends witnessed the
who
were
invited, were not there
head
of
the
Art
Department
go for a walk, watch television, read something (yes, I actually suggested official unveiling of a conspicuous then
for
the
unveiling.
and
now
acting
dean
of
the
College
doing more of it, but it can be fun and relaxing for some), or have a snack. sphere sitting in front of the Salm
President Williams appeared
Just make sure that your "break" doesn't turn in to "all day."
on Library - "Geode," a sculpture of Liberal Arts - brought it back to
Fourth, be sure to eat and sleep. While it may seem like you have no by Harold "Skip" Van Houten. Van
the forefront. Dasher, a sculptor pleased with the newly-acquired
time to sleep because you have 80 chapters to review, sleep is essential Houten, an artist from Mississippi, himself, had the idea back in 2005 Geode when he said that its new
to doing well in school. Think of your body as a car. If you don't put fuel birthed Geode nearly twenty years of transplanting Van Houten's home is a "place that it deserves."
in the tank, your car will stop functioning and you'll be stuck. Sleep and ago with a $10,000 commission sculpture onto UAH's campus.
Though the sculpture is here for
food are your fuel-if you don't stop and fill up, you will stop functioning, awarded by The Arts Council.
Geode is the third piece of now, it may not be here to stay.
too. Have some comfort food handy during your study breaks.
Before it landed at UAH, Van
public art OH UAH'S campus. Oth The Arts Council, not UAH, has
Finally, keep your cool. While a final may seem like a huge deal in
Houten's sculpture, constructed ers are "Cherokee" and "Alabamownership of Geode. In the future,
the long run, and it is important to your final grade, are you really going of steel and Alabama marble, in U." Van Houten also has other it could have a new home but for
to think about this particular grade in ten years? Probably not. So try to
trigued visitors of Big Spring Park public sculptures which appear at
now it accompanies another geode
think of it as just another test, and relax. It will be done soon enough, and until 1995. When the park was ren community centers, colleges, and on the UAH campus.
you can drag that beach ball out of the closet and enjoy the lazy days of ovated, out went the five-ton piece neighborhoods around the country,
Van Houten's Geode is the
summer (well, at least until summer classes start).
of public art. Until recent interest one of which graces the front lawn second geode placed as public
I hope that these tips help you ace those upcoming finals, end of term in the forgotten sculpture, it has of UAB's Theatre building.
art at UAH. The first geode is on
papers, and class projects. If you want more study tips, there are many sat in the Huntsville Public Work
The official unveiling was con display in the lobby of Salmon Li
books and websites on the subject. Good luck!
brary and is titled "The Geode and

Second"Geode" for Salmon Library

Jazz for Peace
STEPHANIE KALOl
Senior Arts & Leisure Writer
Jazz for Peace, world-renowned multi-cultural ensemble, will be
playing in Huntsville on Saturday April 19 at 6:00 pm. Founded in 2002
by Rick DellaRatta, Jazz for Peace consists of Israeli, Middle Eastern,
European, Asian, and American musicians performing concerts world
wide with the goal of raising funds and awareness for organizations in
need wherever they may be.
The concert will take place at the Butler High School Fine Arts Facil
ity, which is located at 3401 Holmes Avenue. Tickets are $25 in advance
and $35 at the door.
DellaRatta is renowned throughout the world, and has been included
in The Foundation Center's list of musician philanthropists. The Ameri
can Federation of Musicians awarded him the Jazz Appreciation Award in
2007, and in November 2007 he was appointed "Ambassador of Peace"
by the World Peace Federation.
The goals of Jazz for Peace are to continue their benefit concert se
ries, expand the operation to a wide range of cities and states, and to help
bring music back into schools so that children can be exposed to music. In
addition to their fundraisers, the group also donates musical instruments
to foundations for underprivileged children worldwide.
This performance is sponsored by the Tennessee Valley Jazz Society,
which also has a long-standing history in Huntsville. The Tennessee Val
ley Jazz Society is a non-profit organization that promotes jazz through
education and entertainment.

the Treasure Chest." This geode
is of the traditional definition - a
rough exterior with a lustrous crys
tal formation on the inside - and is
on loan from Kathy L. Chan.
To Chan, and to Dasher, a
geode - an unassuming exterior
with a fascinating and wondrous
interior - is much like a library in
that respect. Now, says Dasher, we
have "two treasures" to engage our
minds as we enter the library.

Spring BBflW
The Office of Multicultural Affairs
will be holding its annual Spring
Barbeque Fest on April 17 from 11
a.m. until 2 p.m. in the University
Center Quad. The barbeque is tree
and open to all university faculty,
staff, and students, with entertain
ment provided by Kosmic Mama
& the Band. All attendees are in
vited to bring their own seating
and join in the fun and free food!
Photo by: Abigail Brown
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Something Old, Something New...
STEPHANIE KALOI
Senior Arts & Leisure Writer
Planning a wedding is often a
wonderful experience. However,
it can also be a stressful one, and
planning and attempting to attend
your classes is no small feat. Two
UAH couples doing just that are
Katrina Weidenthal and Dustin
Mathias, and Christine Sandrock
and Seth Berry. In addition to the
normal pressure that wedding plan
ning and class juggling cause, both
couples have planned their wed
dings in only a few months.
Katrina is a Nursing student,
and Dustin is in Aerospace Engi
neering. After his May graduation,
Dusin plans to pursue two Master's
degrees and a Ph.D. Meawhile,
Katrina teaches preschool with 1218 month olds, works in a church
nursery, runs a small eBay busi
ness, and is raising her three yearold daughter, Skylar.
"Rather than spending the
normal year like most couples do,
we tried to put together a wedding
in a couple of months," explains
Dustin. "We are both in demanding
programs at school and we both
work. Finding even an hour to pick
cake flavors or book a wedding lo
cation has been really difficult. I've
been spending a lot of my time try

ing to get a better job, doing things
for the wedding, and talking about
the wedding with people. Plan
ning a wedding while looking for
a job, going to school, and working
is definitely not an easy task." he
finished.
Katrina echoes, "Our wedding
was supposed to be a small wed
ding, but it exploded on us. We sent
around 150 invitations, and some of
those invitations went to families
of five or six! Finding time to re
search what we need has',
been the most taxing. We
are both extremely busy
people, and don't have
a lot of time to find and
book what we need."
Despite the mount
ing pressure, the two are
still quite gushy about
one another. "Dustin is
amazing," says Katrina.
"He is so dedicated to
school, and he works ex
tremely hard. He always
has time for me, and puts
me first. It doesn't even
matter what we're do
ing or where we are-we
just love being with each
other."
"Katrina's a great
mother to her daughter.

and she supports me in a lot of
things that 1 do. Honestly, I just
love her, and 1
love the things that
she does," says
Dustin.
Christine
is
also
graduating
this May, with a
degree in Graphic
Design and Ger
man. She and Seth
became engaged

last December, and have fortunate
ly had a less harried time with their

planning. In addition to her classes
and wedding, Christine is also in
the process of launching a wedding
photography business (Simply
Bloom Photography) with a friend,
while Seth works at Alabama Flag
and Banner.
Christine and Seth have been
together for a year and a half. "We
met in person in late October at
Humphrey's," explains Seth, "and

FACULTY LIMELIGHT:
KRISTEN SCROGGIN
LISA BARBELLA

Freelance Writer
In the fall of 2007, Kristen
Scroggin joined the UAH Commu:
nications Department where she
lectures classes on human and rhe
torical communication. Although
this is Scroggin's first
year at
UAH, her animated voice, straight
talk teaching style, and enthusiasm
for her discipline has already made
a big impression on her students.
Scroggin, an Alabama native
who grew up in Tuscaloosa, at
tended the University of Montevallo where she earned her Bachelor
of Arts in Speech Communica
tions. She received her Master of
Arts in Communications Studies
from the University of Alabama
in Tuscaloosa, and she completed
her teaching internship at Calhoun
Community College in Huntsville.
Before coming to UAH, Scroggin
was an instructor at Calhoun as
well as Columbia College on Red
stone Arsenal. Scroggin's interest
in student success extends beyond
her work as a teacher. In 2002 she
created a private college consulting
business that helped high school
students identify colleges and uni
versities that would fit their needs
and help them fulfill their goals.
Additionally through her business,
Scroggin assisted in finding over
2.6 million dollars in scholarships
for students.
Despite her efforts not to fol
low exactly in her father's foot
steps, teaching was a natural career
choice for Scroggin who came
from a family of educators. Her

father was a Communications pro
fessor at the University of Alabama
in Tuscaloosa and later became an
elementary school principal. Her
mother taught in the public school
system for 27 years, most of which
were spent at TARGET, Tusca
loosa's school for gifted and tal
ented elementary students. Scrog
gin describes her mother as "the
queen of creativity" and recounts
stories of her father's unconven
tional leadership techniques as a
principal including directing bus
traffic in a gorilla mask and broad
casting a phone call to Santa over
his school's RA. system. The fun
and flair that Scroggin's parents
brought to their students lives on
in Scroggin's imaginative and en
ergetic lectures.
Outside of the classroom
Scroggin can be found attend
ing to her self-described "supermom complex" by caring for her
two children with her husband of
eight years, George. The impor
tance Scroggin places on help
ing her students to become caring
and productive members of soci
ety also applies to how she raises
her five-year-old
son Logan and
her 17-month-old daughter Josie.
Scroggin hopes that her children
will someday follow in her lead
and "find a job that they can love
as much as I love mine."
Scroggin's passion for the
communications field stems from
her belief in its overarching value
in both professional and personal
life. She insists that communica
tion skills are as important as tal
ent or intellect in getting ahead in

one s career.
"It doesn't matter how brilliant
you are, if you can't communicate
your ideas clearly, can't manage
a staff well, can't interview to get
the best minds possible around
you, then it's for nothing,'' claims
Scroggin.
Furthermore, she emphasizes
the importance of communication
skills to resolve conflicts, build in
terpersonal relationships, and both
listen to and lead others as key to a
rich and productive life.
Scroggin credits her public
speaking professor at Montevallo,
Dr. Sam Simone, for inspiring her
to go into the communications field
with the simple compliment that
she "spoke like a Kennedy." That
experience informs Scroggin's
choices as an educator because it
has made her keenly aware of the
impact she can have on students'
lives. Influencing students' choices
in a positive way through teaching
is a means for Scroggin to fulfill the
goal her parents gave her of "leav
ing a legacy worth being proud of
long after you have left this earth."
After taking a class from her
it is clear that Scroggin values
her chance to educate and mentor
UAH students over the other aca
demic opportunities that come with
teaching at a collegiate level. The
focus in her lectures on the experi
ence of learning rather than the end
result is a reflection of a Carl W.
Buechner quote that Scroggin says
guides her teaching: "They may
forget what you said, but they will
never forget how you made them
feel."

immediately started seeing a lot of
each other! Christine has a heart of
gold-there are so many things that
are great about her."
"I believe the greatest thing
about us is that we complete each
other in so many ways we did not
know needed completion. He truly
is my other, and sometimes better,
half!" says Christine. "He is very
free-spirited,
life-loviqg, and al
ways in a great mood. He opened
my eyes to a whole new way of
life."
Christine and Seth are plan
ning a beach-side ceremony at
Orange Beach, Alabama. Their
ceremony will be small, and laidback, and well suited to their easy
going charm and affection for one
another. "We are having a toesin-sand fun time!" Seth explains,
"The biggest challenge so far has
been getting the wedding planner
straightened out."
"It is going to be a very small,
intimate wedding on the beach.
A handful of close relatives, bare
feet, sand, and the ocean. That's
it," says Christine. "Fortunately,
my wonderful mother-in-law did
most of the planning for us, along
with the wedding planner. All is
straightened out now, and all we
have to do is wait!"

Art Class 101
Lesson 3: VALUE

,

•

Value in art simply means
the different degrees of
shades in a color: from light
to dark. If you add • more
value to a color you make
it a bit lighter.
There are two cool tech
niques you can use with
value in colors: chiaroscu
ro, which shades light with
dark to create different
tones; this produces a great
3-D effect. Tenebrism is the
other technique; using a
paint medium, it exagger
ates the chiaroscuro effect.
Some terms to know: Ach
romatic (value)-the lack of
pigment or hue and its in
tensity in a color. Chromatic
(value)-the amount of value
in a color.
Low Key values: any value
toning from middle gray to
darker.
High Key Values: any value
toning from middle gray to
lighter.
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Thursday - Friday, April 24 -25
Monday - Tuesday, April 28 - 29
UAH Bookstore • 8:30am - 5:00pm
CCRH, NCRH and Frank Franz Lobbies • 10:00am - 3:00pm
Coke Trailer
Located at Ben Graves and Holmes
10:00am-3:00pm

UAH
The University of Alabama
in Huntsville

UNIVERSITY
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University Center • 256-824-6600
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2008 Charger Sports Awards
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As another school year comes to a close and summer term is about to begin, the Exponent Sports Staff would like
to take a time-out and reflect on the UAH Chargers Sports from the previous fall and spring semesters, by honoring
Charger All-Stars in various sports categories.
Team of the Year - Chargers and Lady Chargers Cross Country Teams
2007 Quick Highlights
•Junior Erin Zellers was named the first UAH Cross Country All-American
•Senior Caitlin Heider, Zellers, senior Brandon York, and sophomore Mark Temple were named to the Gulf South
Conference (GSC) All-Region Teams.
•Both teams qualified for nationals, which was a first for the men's team, while it was the third trip for the women's
team
•The Lady Chargers finished 18th at the National Collegiate Athletics Association Division II National Champion
ships, while the Chargers finished last in their first appearance
Runner-Up - Lady Chargers Softball Team
Athlete of the Year - Erin Zellers (Cross Country/Track and Field)
2007-2008 Quick Highlights
•A junior, Zellers was a part of the UAH Cross Country team that ran its way into nationals
•Became the first UAH Cross Country Ail-American in school history
•Has the second fastest 5K and 6K in the UAH record books
•Was named to the GSC All-Region Team in Cross Country and first team All-GSC
•Qualified for nationals during the indoor track season
and missed the finals by two seconds
Runner-Up - Caitlin Lee (Softball)
Coach of the Year - Les Stuedeman (Softball)
2008 Quick Highlights
•Currently leading the Lady Chargers Softball team to victory after victory - the team currently has a 38-6 record
•Under her tutelage, the softball team enjoyed five weeks at the top of the National Fastpitch Coaches Association
(NFCA) Poll
•Became the only coach in Chargers history to reach the milestone of 600 wins
Runner-Up
David Cain
(Cross Country/Track)
And in the specific team
awards:
•Soccer Player of the Year- Ina
Warn Bjorklid
•Volleyball Player of the Year - Kelly Ingram
•Cross Country Runner of the Year - Erin Zellers
•Hockey Player of the Year - Joe Federoff
•Basketball Player of the Year - Tyler Dunaway
•Baseball Player of the Year - Jordan Parker
•Softball Player of the Year - Caitlin Lee
•Track Runner of the Year - Will Rodgers
•Tennis Co-Players of the Year - Davyd Fowler/Andre Ipince

Art Class 101-Lesson 4: TEXTURE
Texture is associated with the tactile experience. In art, it creates an illusion of what a
texture might feel like in reality, but without it really being there (in some cases).
An artist creates texture by manipulating different design elements. There are different
types of texture. Abstract texture is where an actual surface appears to be there but is
not; additionally it is usually rearranged to meet the artist's needs. Actual Texture: used
in art, you actually experience the tactile sense of a texture. Invented Texture: An artist
creates a texture from their imagination. Simulated Texture: A copycat texture, an artist
uses any medium to convincingly copy an object's texture.

Guitars - Amps -Equipment
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members can reduce the cost of up
on Pg. 1
ing new audio-video systems and keep by doing those small things,
whiteboards and replacing the roof maybe that money can be used to
and old carpets—all of which have help fund the larger projects.
"[Students and faculty mem
been done in Morton Hall in the
bers
should] take an active role in
last decade. Other projects in Mor
making
it their campus by help
ton Hall have included renovating
ing out in small
the fire alarm sys
To report a work order for a
ways," he said.
tem, repainting the
building on campus, contact
"Turn
the lights off
interior walls and the work order desk by phone
before
you leave
installing make-up
at 824-6490 or by email at
the
classroom
or
air units to improve
wodesk@uah.edu.
your
office.
Throw
air quality in the
away your trash and pick up trash
building.
Finnegan says that in the if you see it on the ground or the
near future, there are also plans floor. Close the windows if you're
to replace all of the windows and the last person to leave a class
upgrading the heating, ventila room."
Morton Hall has character;
tion and air conditioning (HVAC)
let's
keep it that way.
system. At the moment however,
the recent budget cut has affected
when these improvements can take From ETHICS on Pg. 2
place. He said that the original plan
was to replace the windows within mantic relationships with students
the next year and to upgrade the currently enrolled in their classes
HVAC system after that; he is now or otherwise under their supervi
unsure when the budget will allow sion. If there is a pre-existing rela
them to do so, but he did say that tionship with a student who enrolls
in professor's class the professor is
those plans are still in the five-year
required
to disclose that informa
plan.
tion
to
the
chair of his or her depart
As far as aesthetic changes
ment
or
the
dean of the college.
go, Glenn Dasher, dean of the col
One
of
the
reasons for this pol
lege of liberal arts, thinks students
icy
stated
in
the
senate resolution
and faculty members should take a
is
"Ms.
Delois
Smith,
Vice Presi
more proactive role in taking care
dent,
Office
of
Student
Affairs,
fre
of the building.
quently
works
with
students
who
"If you want the right to com
plain, you should take an active have been hurt due to relationships
role in trying to solve the little between Faculty and Students."
This policy only regards the fair
problems first," Dasher said.
ly
compelling circumstances of
Dasher says that doing small
sexual
and romantic relationships
things can really add up, both in
making the building look better between faculty and students. If
and in reducing the cost of the up students are frequently being hurt
keep. And if students and faculty due to liaisons with faculty I won-

Art Class 101-Lesson 5: SPACE, SHAPES, FORM
Space is the measurable distance between points or images. In
art, it can be seen in perspective as the illusion of 3-D objects
appear, or it can be viewed in linear perspective where the use
of lines create an illusionary depth of field by providing vanish
ing points on a flat surface.
Shapes are the area of an object that creates a defined or implied
boundary in space. In art, shapes are designated by their value,
color, or texture. Different types of shapes can be perceived.
Actual shapes are those that are clearly defined or are the posi
tive areas in artwork. Implied shape is that which is suggested
through the connection of different patterns. An Amorphous
shape is indistinct or undetectable in its definition.
The art-form is the inventive arrangement of all the visual ele
ments according to the principles that enable unity to exist.

controversy that this issue creates,
what is a student to do? Feelings
arising from a personal relation
ship of any sort with a professor
mix.
Although this policy can only that are interfering with the edu
help to define appropriate student- cation process are a strong indica
professor relationships it is cer tion that the line of propriety may
tainly not an instruction manual to have been crossed. The recourses
cover all potential issues arising for students who have grievances
from student-professor relations,* against a professor are laid out in
nor is it meant to be. It would be a chapter 6 section 11 of the UAH
difficult task to fully regulate all the Student Handbook. The first step
interactions between students and is to talk to the professor directly
professors and it is impossible to about the issue. If a satisfactory
regulate emotions. Even a limited understanding cannot be made, lay
policy like the one UAH is in the out your complaints in writing and
process of adopting are controver include all the facts about the na
sial. Some see regulating the rela ture of your relationship with your
professor. Take your complaint up
tionships of two consenting adults
as an invasion of privacy. "It's the through the administrative chain
bureaucratization of sexuality," starting with the Department Chair,
Barry Dank, Sociology Professor then the Dean of the College and
at California State University told lastly the Provost.
Students are adults and thus
CNN.
So amidst all the confusion and have the legal and ethical right to
der how extensive the injuries are
if we add the personal friendships
and lax classroom etiquette into the

Art 101 -Lesson 6: Principles in Organization
Harmony can be felt in art, but also it can be seen literally through uniting the visual elements
of a composition. It entails the use of rhythm and repetition of different elements. Art composes
a variety of styles that oppose, contrast, elaborate, or diversify elements.
Balance can be created with the manipulation of elements. It can be radial, (images are derived
from a central location in a piece), or it can be asymmetric: unlike patterns appear through out
a piece.
Other important principles: proportion -the comparison of parts to a whole, dominance-visual
elements that have superiority over others in a piece, movement- the path that the eye travels
as it observes a work of art, and economy-the refinement of an image to the basic essentials for
clarity of presentation.
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choose the types of relationships
to engage in and who to engage in
them with. Professors are hired by
UAH for their exceptional abilities
and knowledge and are entrusted
with all of our educations. UAH
students should take advantage of
the opportunity to work with these
talented individuals and form pro
ductive and dynamic relationships
with them. Doing so is a significant
part of the learning experience at
the university level. Navigating
these relationships can even be
a lesson for the real world, "ulti
mately what guides everything is
that the student should respect the
professor and the professor should
respect the student," states Wil
liams "that is the way it is in life
anyhow."
From SPEAKER on Pg. 2

bon press "vilified, hectored and
persecuted" men like Thomas M.
Peters, an Alabama resident at the
time, and how some of the same
media practices are being seen in
modern day reporting.
Horton seeks to educate the
community and students alike in
his speech, stating in the interview
that college-age students are just
starting to form their habits and
attitudes toward the media. He
believes students from all depart
mental studies could benefit from
the information he'll be presenting.
When asked what students could
do to affect the media, he suggest
ed we should "read with an attitude
and be interactive," proposing that
students should write frequent let
ters to the editor of the paper and
to inform them of your opinions
while still being polite, well in
formed and brief (150 words or
less). "Oh, and never, ever miss
the Daily Show. The best thing on
the airwaves," he added.
He has hope for this generai tion, that in his experience the stu
dents of this era do not suffer the
same social bigotries that he and
others had to suffer in their time
frame. "When I went to law school,
we went to listen to bluegrass and
drink a pitcher of beer on Fridays.
Today, these kids sit at Starbucks
drinking coffee and doing research
on their papers. It's frightening.
We're in the midst of a major gen
erational shift in this country, and
young people, using and mastering
new communications technologies,
are right in the middle of it," says
Horton.
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday, April 17
Graduating Seniors Recital, Robers Recital Hall, 9:30 a.m.
OMA's Annual Spring Barbecue Fest, UC Quad, 11 a.m.
Student Recital: Xavier Roberson. performer/composers, Rob
erts Recital Hall, 7:30 pan.
Friday April 18
Faculty Guest Recital, Dp Kevin Chance, Piano. Roberts Re
cital hall, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 19
Campus Visit Day, UC Exhibit Hall, 8:30 a.m
Baseball vs. West Georgia, Joe Davis Stadium, 1 p.m. (DH)
ACE Event: Mission Part (Athens, AL) Paintball, 9 a.m. - 5
p.m.
"Serving the City as One" Members of the community will
work together to spruce up Terry Heights Elementary and Stone
Middle School with some landscaping and paint.To volunteer,
contact the Service-Learning & Volunteer Services office at
824-6809.
Sunday, April 20
Baseball vs. West Georgia, Joe-Davis Stadium, 1p.m.
Monday, April 21
Fiction Writing, Sena Jeter Naslund, Union Grove Gallery,
4- 5:15 p.m.
Wednesday, April 23
Minority/International Graduation Reception, UC Exhibit Hall,
noon
Saturday, April 26
Faculty Recital: Hunter thomas (bassoon) and Friends. Roberts
Recital Hall, 3:30 p.m.

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
CLASSES WHICH MEET
Thursday, April 24
TR
8:00 - 9:20am
TR
11:10- 12:30pm
TR
2:20 - 3:40pm
TR
5:30 - 6:50pm
8:40 - 10:00pm
TR
Friday, April 25
MWF 10:20-11:15am
MWF 12:40- 1:35pm
MW 12:45 - 2:05pm
MW 3:55 - 5:15pm
Saturday. April 26
9:00-11:50am
Monday, April 28
MWF 8:00- 8:55am
MWF 11:30- 12:25pm
MWF 1:50 -2:45pm
MW 2:20-3:40pm
MW 5:30 -6:50pm
Tuesday, April 29
TR
9:35 - 10:55am
TR
12:45 - 2:05pm
TR
3:55-5:15pm
TR
7:05 - 8:25pm
Wednesday, April 30
MWF 9:10-10:05am
All MA 113 Sections
All CE 271 and MAE 271
MWF 3:00-3:55pm
MW 7:05 - 8:25pm
MW 8:40 - 10:00pm

EXAM PERIOD
8:00-10:30am
11:30- 2:00pm
3:00- 5:30pm
6:30- 9:00pm
6:30 - 9:00pm
8:00-10:30am
11:30-2:00pm
11:30-2:00pm
3:00- 5:30pm
9:00-11:30am
8:00-10:30am
11:30-2:00pm
3:00 - 5:30pm
3:00- 5:30pm
6:30 - 9:00pm
8:00-10:30am
11:30-2:00pm
3:00- 5:30pm
6:30- 9:00pm

Crossword
Across
1-. Colgate rival
6. Spreadsheet numbers
10. Wood cutters
14. Flower child, e.g.
15. Kind of agreement
16. Help in a holdup
17. More aloof
18. Pinballfoul
19. Gaucho's weapon
20. Cape Canaveral
neighbor
22. Small whirlpool
23. Easter lead-in
24. Go out
26. Dapper
30. Not together
32. Mesa dweller
33. Seafood selection
35. Main line
39. Bids first
2. Puerto
41. First name of 16th
3. "Paradise L.ost," e.g.
President found within
4. Plan detail, briefly
20A, 56A, 10D and 20D 5. Tough boss
42. "Sicko" film maker
6. Grandparent, often
43. Golfer's choice
7. Opera highlight
44. Pitch
8. After-bath powder
46. Wedding cake feature
9. Tennis great Gibson
47. Rock garden herb
10. Extinct tiger
49. Fashion designer Laura 11. Home
51. Turned into
12.Joins
54. Order to Fido
13. Collar inserts
55. Part of U.A.E.
21. Some scouts
56. Do a street cop's job?
25. Fat unit
26. Finish third
63. Peeved
64. Guesstimate words
27. Tiara wearer
65. Andean animal
28. Newspaper piece
66. Object of worship
29. Sounds familiar
67. Eye drop
30. Photo holder
31. Jury member
68. Also-ran
69. Pen part
34. Pearl Harbor locale
70. Tender-hearted
36. Stir up
71. Hound's clue
37. Hammock holder
38. Eagle's home:Var.
Down
40. Appear to be
1. Smart
Bv GFR Associates •

A union of government
and religion tends to
destroy government and
degrade religion.
• • • Hugo Black

• Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com
By Ed Canty

8:00-10:30am
11:30- 2:00pm
11:30-2:00pm
3:00 - 5:30pm
6:30 - 9:00pm
6:30 - 9:00pm

Solutions to last
issue's puzzles:
l

Classes which meet only one evening a week have 15 sessions
scheduled. Final exam will be on the last class day.

4

GREEK SPEAK
The 11 nationally recognized Greek organizations at the
University of Alabama in Huntsville celebrated their successes 01
the past year at the Annual Greek Week Awards Banquet on April 2.
2008. In addition to many students being recognized at the Banquet
for their contributions to their Greek organizations, this year the
Greek Week Philanthropic Event, Penny Wars, raised over $400.
This money is being donated to The Downtown Rescue Mission.
Greek Week is hosted every year by the Panhellemc Council
and the Inter-Fraternity Council. This year Greek Week began with
bowling at Playmor Lanes on Monday night. On Tuesday night a
guest speaker, Richard Parker, spoke to the Greek community about
relationships and dating. And the week of events culminated with
the Greek Banquet and a movie hosted by the UAH Associated tor
Campus Entertainment on Wednesday night.
The sisters of Kappa Delta Sorority and Delta Zeta Sorority
are hosting Sisters in Stilettos on Sunday, April 20 at 6pm. All girls
that are interested in going thru Recruitment this Fall are invited to
join us starting at the Kappa Delta house."

45. Put tile down
48. Stops on a line
50. Drags one's feet
51. Kind of training
52. Lose ground
53. Actress Burnett
54. Belt
57. Nabisco treat
58. Mil. fliers
59. Legislative group
60. Alleviate
61. End of grace
62. Like sour grapes
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